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Abstract

Location-based multi-player games are currently be-
ing pushed by the industry, one main factor being that
highly-accurate positioning technologies like GPS as well
as broadband mobile networks like UMTS are finally
getting widespread. Nevertheless, generic frameworks
for efficiently managing user locations are still missing,
which strongly complicates game development. This pa-
per presents TraX, a device-centric framework for Location-
based Services, which especially supports proactive and
multi-player services and thus perfectly matches the chal-
lenges mobile game development faces today. The suit-
ability of TraX is evaluated by means of VsGolf, an actual
location-based multi-player game, which has been devel-
oped and tested by students in only four days.

1 Introduction

Mobile games have been around at least since the intro-
duction of the Gameboy [2] in 1989. Today most cellular
phones are equipped with a diversified assortment of such
games, typically representing adapted versions of former
non-mobile video games popular in the 1980s.

However, much like the process PC games underwent
in the 1990s, currently a new trend for mobile games can
be observed, which leads from standalone and single-user
applications towards Internet-hosted gaming services ad-
dressing a world-wide community simultaneously wander-
ing through one virtual scenery. In fact, mobile games offer
a great second possibility going beyond that concept: they
can build a bridge between the virtual world that may be
shared within a community and the real, physical surround-
ings of each individual player.

One way for achieving this is to incorporate the geo-
graphic positions of the players into the game, which classi-
fies it as a Location-based Service (LBS). The steady growth
of LBSs in the recent time can be attributed mainly to the
fact that highly-accurate positioning technologies like the

Global Positioning System (GPS) as well as broadband mo-
bile networks like UMTS are finally getting available for
the mass market. Also, GPS can be integrated with mobile
phones, which suddenly allows their holders to share their
position with others over the Internet.

The first generation of LBSs was reactive, that is, a user
explicitly requests the service, for instance, for finding out
about restaurants or ATMs located in her surroundings, see
also [10]. In contrast to that, mobile gaming as sketched
above poses more challenging demands on managing users’
positions. For example, spatial events, like a player entering
or leaving a certain geographic area, have to be detected
expeditiously and in a proactive fashion. Also, the positions
of multiple target persons have to be interrelated together.

Although the market for location-aware gaming is
rapidly growing, the new requirements of supporting both,
location-awareness and mobile networking at the same
time, make their development a lot more complicated than
that of classical online games. As a possible solution, this
paper presents TraX, an LBS platform which undertakes the
task of obtaining, transferring and processing mobile tar-
gets’ position data in order to facilitate mobile game devel-
opment. For evaluating the suitability of TraX, a location-
based multi-player game called VsGolf has been developed
by students in four days.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
the next section presents a detailed classification of mo-
bile games as well as resultant challenges. Section 3 then
presents the TraX framework for LBS position manage-
ment, which especially supports proactive and multi-user
services. Section 4 introduces the developed mobile game
VsGolf, the associated course of development, the software
architecture, as well as experiences with the prototype. Fi-
nally, Section 5 concludes the paper and sketches future
work.

2 Mobile Gaming

Mobile gaming represents an emerging market in the do-
main of video games. Especially location awareness en-



ables game developers to realize new kinds of gaming con-
cepts and interaction types.

One of the first games using location as input was Pi-
rates! [7]. In this combat and item collecting game, palm-
tops were equipped with Wireless LAN, while proximity
sensors in the environment constituted the location service.
Botfighters [1], a search and destroy combat game based
on cell-id positioning, is regarded as the first location-based
cellular phone game. The communication between the play-
ers was solely based on SMS, which carried the location
of a player or a certain action, for instance, shooting an-
other player’s robot. An enhanced version, Botfighters2,
uses a J2ME client and GPRS in order to incorporate col-
laborative gameplay, like trading weapons, updating char-
acters and bonus material. Another example of a game is
Skeeters [6], first published 2005 by Nokia, which uses pic-
ture processing from the inbuilt camera to determine the
users’ movement of the phone. Games that exploit GPS
on mobile phones are e.g. ’Capture the flag’ [8], GPS::Tron
[3], an adaption of the classic arcade game Tron, Mogi [4],
a treasure hunt game, which is based on a J2ME applica-
tion deployed by the Japanese network operator KDDI and
which uses GPS, and REXplorer [5], a game that besides
the entertaining component is a guide through the city of
Regensburg. A more detailed overview of location-based
games on cellular phones is given in [17].

As one can see, mobile games are experiencing the same
evolution as classical video games: from stand-alone, soli-
tary gameplay to so called Massively Multiplayer Online
Role Playing Game (MMORPG) with many kinds of so-
cial interactions. This development is supported by the in-
tegrated network capabilities of mobile phones and the per-
sonal relationship between the user and her mobile phone.

The development of location-based multi-player games
comes with a couple of challenges. Some of them also ex-
ist in the classical video game domain, some of them are
new due to the location awareness, different mobile phone
platforms and usage patterns.

Proactivity. There are two kinds of game plays a mobile
game can be built upon. The first one, so-called active game
play, features a continuous interaction with the user over the
whole period of a game session. In contrast, the second one,
which is often referred to as ambient game play, describes a
discontinuous participation of the player. That is, the game
continuously proceeds in the background and provides the
possibility to the player to take active part in the game only
on occasion. A well known existing example is the nur-
turing of a Tamagotchi, where a virtual pet lives in an egg
shaped device permanently, while the user turns attention to
it from time to time. In many cases, ambient games inter-
act with their user in an event-based, also called proactive,
manner, that is, the game informs the player about certain
events in the game play based on a change of the current

location or an action of another user (compare Section 3).
On a technical level, this feature requires an asynchronous
communication channel between all users, which enables
the immediate distribution of event messages in the system.

Multiple Users. In the mobile environment the realiza-
tion of a multi-player game faces additional challenges: Not
only the position updates and actions of all players have
to be distributed among them, but also the unreliability of
mobile networks has to be taken into account. Therefore,
the game must sustain the sudden loss and a later recon-
nection of a mobile player sometimes in combination with
the restoring of her previous session. This feature requires a
synchronization mechanism, which keeps the devices up-to-
date and enables the users to join or disjoin running sessions
of a game.

High level of interaction. Due to the multi-player sup-
port and the characteristics of ambient games, communica-
tion often occur in bursts. Therefore, the used platform must
be able to handle events in a very efficient way in order to
allow for direct feedback to a player’s action. Smooth and
fluent interactions with the game are a key factor for a great
user experience.

Location Awareness. The estimation of the player’s po-
sition, its transformation into an appropriate format and the
correlation with other players’ position data are an essen-
tial part of a location-based game. These steps have to be
carried out very quickly and efficiently in order to enable a
high degree of interaction via ensuring short response time
for the player and a low amount of messages transfered over
the air interface. Also, heterogeneous positioning technolo-
gies, like GPS, cell-id, or WLAN Fingerprinting, have to
be integrated in the game application to serve different plat-
forms and end user devices.

These challenges in developing a mobile location-based
game advise the usage of a framework or system, which
separates technical issues like synchronization, data trans-
mission and positioning, from the game play related tasks,
like the user interface. The following section presents a
framework coping with these challenges.

3 TraX Middleware

TraX [13] is an LBSs middleware platform, which es-
pecially supports proactive and multi-user LBSs. In con-
trast to reactive services, which are initialized on request by
the LBS user, proactive LBSs are automatically triggered
as soon as a certain spatial condition becomes true, for in-
stance, when the target person enters or leaves a pre-defined
geographic zone. The term ”multi-user” is attributed to the
fact that TraX can observe pre-defined spatial relations be-
tween multiple targets in an efficient way. One example
is proximity detection, which triggers an alert as soon as
a pair of targets approaches each other closer than a pre-



defined proximity distance. Typical application areas com-
prise friend finder services, child and pet trackers, and of
course mobile gaming.
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Figure 1. TraX framework

TraX follows a device-centric approach, that is, the tar-
gets’ positions are derived by carried devices coupled with
a terminal-based positioning method like GPS. The device
incorporates the TraX daemon, which constantly checks
whether derived position fixes are to be further processed.
For obtaining the positions, it relies on existing middleware
platforms developed for LBSs which focus on the control
of positioning and hiding this process from the application,
for example, the Location API of the Java 2 Micro Edition
(J2ME) [9] or the PlaceLab platform [14].

The daemon is dynamically configured by so-called po-
sition update methods, which can be done either by an
application located at the mobile device or by the TraX
Server, which is connected with the daemon by means of
GPRS/UMTS bearer services. The update methods define
conditions upon whose arrival the respective application is
called back with the current position of the device, denoted
as position update. Available update methods comprise the
following, see also [15] and [11]:

• Periodic position update. A position update is trig-
gered if a pre-defined time interval, the so-called up-
date interval, has elapsed since the last position up-
date.

• Distance-based position update. This generates a po-
sition update if the line-of-sight distance between the
last reported position and the current position exceeds
a pre-defined threshold, the update distance.

• Zone-based position update. A position update is ini-
tialized when the target enters or leaves a pre-defined

geographic update zone, which can be fixed by a circle
with a well-defined center and radius or by a polygon.

As depicted in Figure 1, these methods represent the bot-
tommost layer of TraX accessible by an application (1).
The layer is also denoted as low-level position management
(LLPM), because it is dedicated to managing the position
of single targets only. As it turns out, the different up-
date methods constitute a highly bandwidth-efficient and
energy-saving mechanism for realizing proactive single-
target LBSs, because position fixes are only reported over
the air-interface when desired by the service.

What makes TraX unique is its support for multi-user
LBSs, reflected in the so-called high-level position manage-
ment (HLPM). The HLPM is divided up into one layer that
provides functions for monitoring the spatial relations be-
tween pairs of targets (2) and one that interrelates the posi-
tions of more than two targets (3). An example for the for-
mer is proximity detection as mentioned before. Other func-
tions are also conceiveable, for example, the monitoring of
the bearing between a pair of mobile targets according to a
pre-defined angular threshold. As it turns out, determining
the angular relation between a pair of mobile targets is help-
ful for realizing more complex HLPM functions like clus-
ter detection [18] as well as continuous k-nearest-neighbor
queries [16].

For further details on the interplay between HLPM and
LLPM, which are out of the scope of this paper, please refer
to [12]. For more information on the TraX software, which
is constantly being advanced, please refer to the companion
website http://www.mobile.ifi.lmu.de/TraX.

To subsume, TraX offers HLPM methods and optimizes
the utilization of the data link between device and server
by exchanging as few messages as necessary over the air-
interface. This way, possible costs for bearer services like
GPRS or UMTS packet-switched are reduced and band-
width as well as the battery of the mobile device is saved.

To evaluate TraX a software project was carried out with
a team of students, which is described in the next section.

4 VsGolf

VsGolf is a location-based game for multiple users sup-
ported by the TraX framework. The game concept has
been developed by six students during the practical course
’Mobile Gaming’ at the LMU Munich in the summer term
2006. The students were free to come up with any idea, lim-
ited only by three requirements: multiple players at a time
should be supported, GPS positions should be an integral
part of the game, and the target platform was determined to
be Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME).

The students came up with the idea of VsGolf, a mo-
bile game where two or more teams compete versus – the



”versus” giving VsGolf its name – each other over a period
of time, such as a week. Each team controls a pre-defined
home area, for example, a certain territory within the uni-
versity campus. All around and also within the areas there
lie about virtual golf balls. They are not owned by a specific
team, but can be played by members of any team who hap-
pen to come across – either by accident or by searching for
it. Having many golf balls located in one’s own home area
means bad news for a team, because every one of these balls
induces point losses as time passes. On the other hand, a
team’s score increases when a member lands a ’good shot’,
which refers to sending the ball with a long stroke directly
into the home area of another team.

For shooting a ball, it has to be ’picked up’ first, which
is achieved by the player (actually her mobile device) phys-
ically entering within a certain radius around the ball (in the
tested scenarios 10 meters radius worked fine). As soon as a
player steps into a golf ball’s ’hot’ area, she is informed by
her device that the ball is ready to be played, which is sig-
nalled either acoustically or by vibration. She is now sup-
posed to choose a reasonable spot for placing the ’tee’, that
is, the place from where the ball will be shot. To do so, the
player walks about freely and presses a button to drop the
ball where preferred. Now, the player needs to take a run-
up and aim. For this purpose, she departs from the dropped
ball to a well-chosen position, presses the button ’kick’, and
starts running back, over and beyond the point the tee was
placed, compare also Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Illustration of a VsGolf scenario: 1.
The player steps into the hot area (A) of a golf
ball and decides to kick it. 2. She finds a
place for the ’tee’ and drops the ball there (B).
3. The player steps back from the ball, aims
at the home-area of an adversarial team and
presses ’kick’ when done (C). 4. The player
runs over the spot, where the ’tee’ was placed
(B) – the golfball gets shot.

The direction from where a player comes running over
the tee spot determines the direction in which the ball takes
off, whereby the force it is kicked with is derived from the

average running speed measured between pressing ’kick’
and reaching the tee. Note that very short run-ups lead to
a strong suffering from position inaccuracies. Therefore, it
is worthwhile for a player to take a medium or long run in
order to achieve a precise shot.

Since one match of VsGolf normally lasts for a longer
period of time, it can be played in different ways. In ’ac-
tive mode’ a player seeks nearby golfballs on purpose to
kick them. The mobile device shows the way to the next
balls and is therefore held in the player’s hand all the time.
If even the searching for golf balls is not desired, a player
also has the chance to enter into a virtual ’driving range’ to
train her skills independently from her team’s scores. Nev-
ertheless, VsGolf can also be played in an ambient way. In
this configuration the mobile device may be seated in the
player’s pocket and proactively generates an alert as soon
as she incidentally comes across a golf ball. Upon the no-
tice, she can then decide whether to play the ball or not.

To conclude, VsGolf possesses two distinguishing char-
acteristics. First, one ongoing match can be played in active
as well as in ambient mode, which makes the game suit-
able for many different situations of a person’s life. Second,
in VsGolf the movements of a player are the primary way
of interaction, that is, the player himself becomes a sort of
’joystick’.

VsGolf is played by multiple players concurrently on the
same set of data - the golf balls. Therefore, an approach
based on a centralized server was chosen to synchronize
the mobile devices. For communication, the TraX mid-
dleware, which connects the server and the devices by a
socket connection for exchanging position fixes, provides
a kind of virtual private network connection, over which
typed data elements can be transferred between the VsGolf
client and the server. It serves as the sole means of telecom-
munication in the game. Of course, the main function of
TraX is to hide the complexity of different (partly vendor-
specific) libraries to access available positioning technolo-
gies like GPS. The VsGolf client is therefore based only
on the J2ME runtime environment available at the mobile
device as well as the TraX daemon, to which it is linked
by a library. Although the selected target platform was ini-
tially fixed to Benq/Siemens SXG75 – a smartphone with
integrated GPS-receiver – essentially every J2ME device
supported by TraX can be used for playing VsGolf. The
VsGolf server is realized as a J2SE application and con-
nected via Java RMI to the TraX server, which manages the
connections of the mobile devices. For persistent data stor-
age, a mySQL database was chosen. Figure 3 depicts the
overall architecture. VsGolf was implemented in one coher-
ent, end-of-semester session by a student development team
following an extreme-programming approach. The whole
game development, comprising the definition of the over-
all software architecture, the actual coding and debugging



– resulting in approximately 6000 lines of code – and final
testings, was all done within four days. Before the start of
the session, only a rough distribution of the main tasks (two
people implementing the server, two the client, and two for
managing and documenting the project) and the game con-
cept was clear, having been developed over a few afternoons
during the semester.

Mobile device

J2ME J2SE

TraX Daemon TraX Server

TraX Middleware

VsGolf_Client VsGolf_Server

mySQL

Server

RMI

Figure 3. Software architecture of VsGolf

As it turned out, the TraX platform made the ambi-
tious plan possible by delivering the following features:
TraX’s LLPM takes care of filtering position fixes and gen-
erating position updates. This way it is automatically de-
tected when a player enters the hot area around a golf ball.
Also, TraX manages the data transfer between server and
client by initiating and maintaining communication chan-
nels and providing means for reliable transport. For achiev-
ing both necessities, location-awareness and mobile con-
nectivity, only a few of the provided interfaces on the client-
as well as the server-side needed to be implemented.

Since TraX is event-driven, and realtime graphics in
video games classically rely on a loop-based, single-
threaded approach, VsGolf resulted to be a hybrid of both
concepts: In ambient-mode, the software is inactive until an
event (a user-input or the entering of a golf ball’s hot area)
occurs. In active mode, however, the visualizations of the
player’s position relative to the golf balls and the team areas
were implemented by a single repeating rendering function.

To evaluate the game, several field tests were conducted.
Two teams, each with two members, played against each
other. It turned out that the rapidly developed prototype
worked perfectly and even sophisticated features like step
less zooming and sound and video animation were included.
Although the players had seemingly a lot of fun, two major
problems regarding GPS were discovered early in the tests:

First, obtaining highly-accurate position fixes seemed
crucial for a positive gaming experience. Since GPS works
best when there are no obstacles around, like buildings or
trees, we became clear about the fact that VsGolf can not
be played everywhere. For example, in the English Garden
in Munich already the occasionally occurring shadows of
trees increased the GPS inaccuracy up to 50 m, which made
it hard to hit once-dropped golf balls at all. Also, when
line-of-sight to the GPS satellites was actually given, the

Figure 4. Left top: ’active screen’; the cen-
tral red dot represents the user’s position; ar-
rows point to the next three balls and show
the corresponding distances. Right top:
’drop-screen’; the player places her ’tee’; Bot-
tom: ’aiming-screen’; the player has to find
an adequate spot to run from; the arrow in-
dicates the driving direction, when the user
starts running from her current position.

received position data turned out to be quite jittery (with an
average variation of about 10 meters when standing). This
made it necessary for players to step quite far back from the
point where they placed their tee, in order to achieve some-
what predictable drives.

Second, since the used mobile devices are not equipped
with a compass, all map-displaying screens were simply
oriented north. This showed the disadvantage that players –
especially, when they just switched from ambient mode to
active playing – could not estimate in which direction on the
map they were heading. In combination with imprecise po-
sition data from the GPS device, this resulted in disoriented
players walking at first in the wrong direction before real-
izing their mistake. On the only rainy day we tested, some
users failed to orientate themselves completely. This prob-
lem could be partly solved by showing the user a history
of her last positions (see the small circles near the player’s



position in the left screenshot of Figure 4). Still, having a
compass seems to be the better option.

Experienced problems with the used GPRS/UMTS data
connection turned out to be tolerable. Interrupted or slow
transmissions – which did occur – usually did not disturb
the game flow, because the golf balls are transferred in the
background. Lags of tens of seconds not even got noticed
by the players. The whole process of finding and hitting
the ball is controlled locally by the VsGolf client and there-
fore yielded very short response times, resulting in a good
experience of interaction.

The massive battery consumption of the GPS receivers
that are integrated in the used devices reduced the overall
standby time during ambient mode strongly. One possible
solution, which, however, has not been implemented so far,
is to dynamically adjust the frequency of generated position
fixes to the state of the game and the distance to the next golf
balls in reach. This way battery resources could be saved.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented a framework for proactive multi-
user location-based services, called TraX, which is well
suited for supporting location-based multi-player games.
All raised challenges during the development of such a
game, like support of proactivity, synchronization and ex-
change and correlation of position data, are handled by this
framework.

This statement was evaluated and confirmed by the de-
velopment of an innovative location-based multi-player golf
game, which was completely developed in four days by a
team of six non-briefed students. TraX was sufficiently flex-
ible for the new application domain and the students found
it easy to become familiar with the design principles and in-
terfaces. Thus, it enables the rapid development of sophis-
ticated mobile games permitting to shift more resources to
game play related issues.

Future work will include user studies on usability and
usage patterns, but also the design and integration of new
mobile gaming specific interfaces and features in the TraX
framework like the management of mobile virtual objects
and methods for controlling an avatar via movement of a
person.
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